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1. Introduction 
 Whistling relies on the modulation of airflow through the 
oral cavity. This interplay between airflow and the con-
striction size contributes to whistle production, resulting in an 
increase in pitch as the tongue moves anteriorly [1]. rtMRI 
imaging from previous studies suggests that tongue differen-
tiation, indicated by movement between two degrees of free-
dom [2], occurs at the higher frequencies of an individual's 
range [3]. Differentiated tongue shapes are observed in 
sounds such as the English /ɹ/ [4], and in certain types of 
throat singing [5]. However, the presence of register shifting, 
which has been explored in singing [6], remains unknown for 
whistling. This study aims to examine the existence of regis-
ter shifts as indicated by specific tongue shapes during whis-
tling, as well as their relation to wide whistling ranges. We 
hypothesize that participants with larger whistling ranges will 
demonstrate register shifts indicated by differentiated tongue 
shapes.  
 
2. Method 

2.1. Participants  

The study analyzed 11 participants selected through conven-
ience sampling from the University of British Columbia, all 
with varying linguistic backgrounds. Of these participants, 2 
of the 11 were authors of this paper. All of the individuals 
participating in the study had experience in music theory and 
were capable of whistling a minimum of one octave.  
 
2.2. Procedures 

 Ultrasound imaging was used to obtain and observe tongue 
shaping and movement during four distinct whistling tasks. 
An ophthalmic examination chair was used alongside a Sono-
site Titan ultrasound machine to ensure a standard midsagittal 
probe placement and full dorsal tongue view across all par-
ticipants. Audio was captured through the use of a micro-
phone simultaneous with the ultrasound video. 

 Tasks one and two consisted of participants whistling a 
continuous siren, and then a chromatic scale beginning at 
their lowest possible note, up to their highest note and back 
down. Tasks three and four involved /ɹ/ production in both 
casual speech, as in the Rainbow Passage [7], and formal 
speech, as in a minimal pair list of various /ɹ/ sounds. 

2.3.  Analysis 

Audio of one continuous siren from each participant was in-
put into Praat [8] for frequency analysis and used for semi-
tone identification. Every semitone identified in a partici-
pant's range was timestamped and aligned with the corre-
sponding frame in VLC [9]. Each semitone image was then 
compiled into an image stack for each participant’s individual 
range. The image stacks from each participant were imported 
into GIMP [10], where the upper (dorsal) edge of the tongue 
in every second semitone was traced and overlaid. 
 
3. Results 

Figure 1 demonstrates the individual range of each partici-
pant, with color-coded semitones, according to the key. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates the individual range of each participant with 
the specific semitones from within their range, colour-
matched according to the key. 
 

 
Figure 1: Total Whistling Range Variation 

Figure 2 presents overlaid images of the tongue shape of 
participants exhibiting ranges from one octave (12 semitones) 
to greater than two octaves (>24 semitones). The x-axis 
demonstrates the distance on the tongue surface from the pos-
terior side towards the anterior side, while the y-axis repre-
sents variation in the tongue's dorsal surface. 

Images a-h, illustrate participants with ranges less than 
two octaves (<24 semitones), show a lack of significant alter-
ation in tongue shapes, illustrating no identifiable manipula-
tion of both degrees of freedom, indicating that no register 
shift occurred. Participants with ranges greater than 2 octaves 
(>24 semitones), images i-k, demonstrated a range spanning 
within B4 to A#7, and a shift between G6-A6. Participants 6 
and 9 (images j and k) exhibited a distinctive shift in tongue 
shaping during whistling, a phenomenon not observed in the 
preceding images. Both individuals transitioned from their 
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initial undifferentiated tongue shape to the bunched differen-
tiated shape [4]. P2 (image i), who displayed the largest whis-
tling range, demonstrated a significant register shift in the 
constriction location, albeit with less pronounced changes in 
tongue shape differentiation. Thus, while all of the greater 
than two-octave whistlers show a register shift, the complex-
ity of tongue shape does not consistently accompany this 
transition. 

 

 
Figure 2: Overlayed images of all participants. 

4. Conclusion  

The results of this study demonstrate insight into pitch varia-
tion during whistling tasks. The differentiation of patterning 
was revealed by grouping participants according to their 
whistling ranges: less than two octaves or greater than two 
octaves, with each individual displaying varied degrees of 
tongue movement. Participants with wider whistling ranges 
exhibited greater and varied tongue shapes and constriction 
locations, suggesting a relationship between the ability to ma-
nipulate degrees of freedom in tongue movement to expand 
whistling range. Future studies could further examine broader 
ranges of language backgrounds.  
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